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CHN451:  Homework #12 Name:                                                           

1. What is the background reason for the author of this editorial (Author A) writing this piece? 
Provide sufficient details.

2. Does Author A agree with the use of “nongmin” by Author B (the author of the other article)? 
Why or why not?

3. What is Author A’s counter-argument against Author B’s logic?

4. What does Author A find hard to believe?  Why?

5. What are some of the reasons Author A gives to further his argument?

6. What does Author A suggest could be an unexpected interpretation of Author B’s use of the term?

7. What four things do peasants need from the rest of society?

8. Translate paragraphs 5 and 6.  (typed, double-spaced)



1. (name of a person)
2. (name of a person)
3. simple; brief
4. relate (a story or information); tell/talk about
5. each; respective
6. be defeated
7. and then
8. wild schemes; wild ambitions
9. lonely
10. similar points
11. basic
12. weak; frail
13. (to take the) initiative
14. passive
15. to lose
16. to prove
17. clear; obvious
18. narrow
19. pronoun
20. to approve
21. to endorse
22. derogatory sense
23. adjective
24. spells of good or bad fortune
25. to investigate
26. indeed; really
27. no matter what
28. to lead to; to cause
29. factor; element
30. any
31. rotten scoundrels
32. as before; (same) as usual
33. to lose
34. according to
35. logic
36. to obtain (results); to arrive at (a conclusion)
37. similar; analogous
38. theory of the bloodline
39. theory of status
40. to poison (s.o.’s mind)
41. hero
42. reactionary
43. bastard
44. argument
45. as well as
46. to obliterate
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47. reform
48. liberation
49.
50.
51. to uphold; to insist on
52. (line of) thought; thinking
53. mode; method
54. theory of class origin
55. reason
56. misunderstanding
57. to discriminate (against s.o.)
58. party policy; (Communist) Party and government administration
59. to contribute; to dedicate; to devote
60. wisdom; knowledge
61. possess
62. one’s own
63. shortcomings
64. at least
65. to contain; to embody; to include
66. essence; innate character; intrinsic quality
67. trait
68. community
69. to doubt
70. (Mercedes) Benz
71. Taegu (S. Kor.)
72. to express one’s (unspoken) opinion with the face
73. to alienate
74. sedan
75. villa
76. to partake
77. glory
78. to assume (responsibility, etc.)
79. responsibility (for an offense)
80. to emphasize (a statement); to stress
81. objective
82. actually; in reality
83. to imply
84. unusual; peculiar
85. all walks of life; all social circles
86. support; backing
87. to accord; to give; to show (respect)
88. powerful; forceful; vigorous
89. enough; sufficient
90. industrious; hardworking
91. to let down; to disappoint
92. noun
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